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Introduction:- 
        Sanskrit is systematic,methodical,and scientific in character.The beauty and 
charm of its dimensions and nuances are incomparable. Our tradition and knowledge 
are passing on from one generation to another through only one language that is 
Sanskrit.The significance of Sanskrit in Indian mythology, its religious and spiritual 
heritage and its history can not be over stated.It is the language of some of the most 
profound scriptures of the land.One reason it survived this long is its sacred status 
and its multifaceted enfoldments.It was therefore aptly known as grivana or the 
language of the elite.Historically too, its elitism has lost some setbacks.When  the use 
of Sanskrit passed into the hands of concentrated group,  it became a privilege for 
few.The tragic degradation is that very few are now using this language in their day 
to day life.Hence Sanskrit needs to be rejuvenated by a process of CPR means 
Consistent Persistent Revival.   
       Sanskrit movement prior to 1980 was confined within the four corners of 
educational institutions like Sanskrit tools,high schools, colleges and universities. 
Prior to 1980,a registered society for Sanskrit was working named ‘Association for 
Sanskrit Learning and Culture’.It was a semi govt. Organisation at that time. Besides 
there existed a service association of Sanskrit Pandits named as ‘Nikhilotkala 
Sanskrit Mahamandala’.After 1980 the Sanskrit teachers of high schools in Odisha 
have constituted ‘Odisha Samskruta Sikhyaka Mahasangha’ with its head office at 
Cuttack.In the year 1980 ‘All Odisha Association of College Teachers in Sanskrit’  
was founded to propagate Sanskrit in higher education.Inspite of these efforts the 
importance of Sanskrit is reducing day by day. To revitalise Sanskrit for 
children,adults,scholars and common man at large many organisatons are established  
in Odisha and India at large.From 1980 to till day so many Sanskrit lovers have 
started movement and established organisations in different names  for growth and 
development of this language. Some such organisatins working particularly in Odisha 
are discussed below:- 
1-Odisha Sanskrit Academy 
2-Academy of Yoga and Oriental Studies (AYOS) 
3-Samskruta Bharati 
4-Sanskrit Sangeet Natak Academy 
5-Lokabhasa Prachara Samiti 
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6-Prachi Valley Cultural Academy and Historical 
   Research Society, Puri 
7-Sanskrit Sahitya Academy 
8-Bhubaneswar Sanskrit Parishad 
9-Baniratna Shodha Sansthan 
10-Arsha Vidya Vikash Kendra 
11- Amrita Vani Seva Pratisthana 
12-Rishividya Oriental Research Institute 
13-Sanskrit Language Teaching Institute (SLTI) 
14-Sanskrit Advance  Research Institute. 
 

1-Odisha Sanskrit Academy 
      The Odisha Sanskrit Academy is working in the state 
since 1986.Being a registered society it works at 
Bhubaneswar.It has been organising Sanskrit street plays 
, Sanskrit poet meets, felicitation to Sanskrit scholars, 
publication of Sanskrit books, publication of research 
journal, Shri Jayadev Jayanti, Maharshi Valmiki Jayanti, 
Sanskrit day celebration. The academy also organises 
sastra parayana mahotsava, award to a prolific Sanskrit 
writer and Maharshi Valmiki award to renowned 
Sanskrit scholar of the country every year. Its research 
journal is Sragdhara.The chief functionary of this 
organisation is Dr. Pramod Chandra Mishra. 
 

2-Academy of Yoga and Oriental Studies (AYOS) :- 
 

      Academy of Yoga and Oriental Studies (AYOS) is a 
non-political and non-profitmaking organisation working 
for enrichment of Indian culture.The aim of this 
organisation is to protect and promote Indian culture 
through conducting courses, seminars, conferences and 
lectures.It is established on 13.04.2006. It is a registered 
society with head office is at forest park, Bhubaneswar, 
Odisha.Director is the executive head of this 
organisation. Now Dr. Indulata Das is the 
director,president is Sri Sudarsan Nayak,joint secretary 
is Soumyaranjan Panigrahi and treasurer is Sri Anupam 
Bose.This organisation has multifaceted aims and 
objectives.To spread Sanskrit and Indian spiritual 
language abroad,to conduct short term spiritual and yoga 
courses outside India,to spread the traditional Indian 
knowledge to every part of India and abroad, to conduct 
special courses for foreigners, to conduct short term 
courses for school ,college and university teachers for 
creating awareness about yoga and Sanskrit language, to 
arrange competitions among students on yoga ,Sanskrit 
and Indian studies , to felicitate scholars of Sanskrit, to 
conduct regular classes on spoken Sanskrit classes and to 
carry out research activities on Sanskrit are its focus of 
attention. 
    Publication is a major activity of AYOS. It brings 
two annual publication every year. Such as Prachya 
Vidya and Yogayurveda. Prachya Vidya is published in 

the month of April  and it an annual publication.Till 
now seven Prachya Vidya are published by the 
organisation. Such as- 

1-Pracha Vidya 2007-It contains Mahabharat Special 
2.Pracha Vidya 2008- It contains Ramayan special. 
3-Pracha Vidya 2009-It deals with 
4-Pracha Vidya 2010-It deals with Rigveda special 
5-Pracha Vidya 2011-It contains Yajurveda special. 
6-Pracha Vidya 2012-Its subject matter is  Samveda 
   special 
7-Pracha Vidya 2013- Its topic is Atharvaveda special. 

Yogayurveda is published in the month of December 
and Prachya Varta e- news letter is published in every 
month.Apart from these two valuable books are 
published.Such as- 

1-The Spell of Mahabharat(twenty two research article 
are included in it) 
2-Maharsi Charaka( Thirty three research articles are 
included in it) 
 

3-Samskruta Bharati:- 
 

    Chama Krishna Sastry, a Sanskrit scholar from 
Tirupati Sanskrit College along with five of his 
colleagues after graduation started the methodology of 
teaching spoken Sanskrit through speak Samskrutam in 
ten days classes with two hours duration.This speak 
Samskrutam movement took off in 1981 from Bangalore 
city and later Samskruta Bharati a national level 
organisation was established in the year 1995 at New 
Delhi. 
     This is a non-profit organisation working to revive 
Sanskrit language.The basic mission of this organisation 
is to democratise and popularise Sanskrit by encouraging 
the use of simple Sanskrit in day to day life.Recently, the 
organisation has started to focus on the maintenance of 
the mother-tongue-ness of Sanskrit by using at homes. 
Though Samskruta Bharati is a Delhi based organisation 
stil it works in different states of India.Samskruta 
Bharati in Odisha is named as Samskruta Bharati , 
Utkala.Its Odisha headquarter is at Cuttack.The  basic 
goalof this organisation  is to create a nation of Sanskrit 
speakers.Besides these the organisation conducts 
different programmes like :- 
-In every summer two week intense residential teaching 
program called Sambadashala at New Delhi. 
- Development and publication of simple Sanskrit books, 
tapes, CDs etc for practice of conversation. 
-Publication of Sambhasana Sandesha magazine. 
-Sanskrit as a foreign language programme for children 
at USA. 
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-Competitions to encourage Sanskrit learning among 
students. 
4-Sanskrit Sangeet Natak Academy :- 
     On 10th August 1999 a team of scholars in Banki 
college conference hall decided to establish a forum for 
propagation of dance, drama and songs in Sanskrit 
language.The organisation was officially established on 
15th August 2002 at post graduate department of 
Sanskrit, Utkal University and named it as Sanskrit 
Sangeet Academy.Every year work shops and cultural 
activities are organised since 2006.The academy is 
organising national seminars at different 
colleges.Academy awards personalities who has 
contribution to the field of Sanskrit. 
 

5-Lokabhasa Prachara Samiti :- 
 

     Dr.Sadananda Dikhita soon after his student career 
started working for propagation of Sanskrit as living 
vibrant language and promotion of Sanskrit literature. 
After resigned from his Govt. Service Dr. Dikhita went 
to Bangalore to promote Sanskrit with another 
committed friend Chamu Krishna Sastry and involved 
himself with the team for promotion of spoken 
Sanskrit.In the year 1982 he left Bangalore and joined 
Viswa Samskruta Pratisthanam as honorary national 
coordinator. On 13.03.1983 he has established 
Lokabhasa Pracharsamiti.He travelled nook and corner 
of Odisha with a divine message ‘Lokabhasa Hi 
Samskrutam’ by cycle and met good many Sanskrit 
scholars.Complied and published a hand book on spoken 
Sanskrit –Samskruta Sambhasana.On 9.10.1983  he first 
conducted Sanskrit instructors’ training camp residential 
at Damodara Sanskrit tool , Bhadrak, Odisha.In the year 
1985 the organisation has first published a modern 
Sanskrit novel written by Dr.Keshab Chandra Dash.In 
the same year All Odisah Sanskrit Conference at 
Bhubaneswar was organised where Dr. Harekrishna 
mahtab , Janaki Ballav Pattanaik , Jadunath 
Dashmohapatra and many sanskrit scholars were present 
and Lokabhasa Sushri Sanskrit monthly magazine 
started from Puri.In the year 1987, a massive movement 
in Delhi, Bhubaneswar and Cuttack for restoration of 
Sanskrit education for protecting Sanskrit language was 
started.In the year 1988, the branches of Lokabhasa 
Prachar Samiti was opened in Ajmer , Muzaffarpur and 
Baroda for propagation of Sanskrit.In the year 1989, 
‘Loka Samskruta sanjivanee’ a unique programme of 
spoken Sanskrit drama, dance and song was organised in 
Delhi. In the year 1990, Dr. Dikhita declared ‘Samskruta 
Barsham’. Lokabhasha Prachar samiti started it branch at 
Gowahati and Assam in the year 1991. In the year 1995, 
Punjab unit of Lokabhasha Prachar Samiti was 
started.Many other programmes like eastern zone vedic 
conference, lokasamskruta sanjeevani, Samskruta Sishu 

mela, National Sanskrit Youth convention were added in 
the history of Lokabhasha Prachar Samiti. On 9.06.1994 
he has founded SARASVATI (Tresearch Institute) with 
a aim to create an enthusiastic in the fields of sanskrit , 
science and philosophy but formally it is inagurated in  
the year 2000.In 2003 Dr.Dikhita founded Sri Jagannath 
Chetana with an aim to awake a sense of human , social 
and spiritual values .Started manuscript resource centre 
at Sarasvati Vihar , with Bhadrakunder the National 
Mission for Manuscript, Govt of India, New Delhi of 
which he is the present director.He also founded Shiksha 
Vikash Parishad to promote education and intellect of 
the rural student with lower cost.This organisation also 
gives national level award to  person who would have 
not taken any profit from Sanskrit in any way as a 
teacher, professor, purohit,jyotish, pracharak and 
publisher of Sanskrit books every year with a branch of 
plague of Sarasvati Viswamitra, a chigoes worth rupees 
one lakh only, a citation  and uttariam. 
 

6-Prachi Valley Cultural Academy and Historical 
   Research Society, Puri. 
 

      This  organisation  was  founded in the year  1981  to 
undertake study and research of insripctions on Sanskrit 
hagiologies in and around Puri. 
 

7-Sanskrit Sahitya Academy :- 
 

     The academy was born in the year 2005 .This 
academy is confined only for propagation and 
preservation of Sanskrit literary heritage and poetic 
tradition.The academy is organising national Sanskrit 
poets conference, Bharata-Bharati mahotsva every year 
at cuttack and has published Kavya Mahanadi, Kavya- 
Baitarani and Kavya-Godavari. It awards Bharata-
Bharati Samman to a committed Sanskrit scholar every 
year. 
 

8-Bhubaneswar Sanskrit Parishad :- 
 

    This parishad is established in the year 1982.It works 
for the development,propagation of Sanskrit language.It 
organises seminars, kavisamilanee  and conferences in 
Sanskrit language. 
 

9-Baniratna Shodha Sansthan :- 
 

    This organisation is also working for propagation and 
development of Sanskrit language. 
 

10-Arsha Vidya Vikash Kendra :- 
 

    Arsha Vidya Vikash Kendra is a teaching and research 
centre for veda , Sanskrit and Indian culture set up in 
2004 by Swamini Atmaprajnananda Saraswati.In last ten 
years Arsha Vidya Vikash Kendra has conved and 
organised six national and indological theme and 
honoured 36 Sanskrit scholars.This organisation is also 
publishing books related with Sanskrit and Indian 
culture.The important books published by this 
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organisation are Dasanti in 2008,Rupasidhi in 
2008,Nomenclature of Vedas published by DK 
printworld in the year 2012 and the book Om in the year 
2014 by Munshiram Manoharlal, New Delhi. 
11- Amrita Vani Seva Pratisthana 
 

     Amrita Vani Seva Pratisthana is established on 10th 
October at Kendukhunta but it is registered in the year 
1991.It is established by Dr. Kumar Chandra Mishra .In 
the year 1991, Sanskrit village was established at 
Ambapuja village by this organisation.Amrita Bhasha 
magazine was first published in 1999.Other 
organisations established by this organisation are Amrita 
Vani Gurukula Sikhyakendra in 2004,pandita 
Gopalchandra Veda Jyotirvijnan Vidyapeetha in 
2005,Amritavani Adarsha Shodhasansthan on 
2019,Amritavani  Antarastriya Gow Viswavidyalaya in 
2020, Pandulipi Shodhaprasikhyana in 2020 and many 
more.The works and activities include :- 
 

-Ten days spoken Sanskrit training camp. 
-Sanskrit teachers training camp 
-Samskruta Samellanam 
- Research and Publication of books 
-Building of Sanskrit village 
-Sanskrit Day celebration 
-Preservation of Manuscripts. 
 

12-Rishividya Oriental Research Institute 
 

    This organisation was established in 2006 at 
Cuttack.The founder of this institute is  Dr. Bibhuti 
Bhusan Mahapatra .The aim of this institution is to 
revitise the indological texts i.e Veda ,Purana, Sahitya, 
Vyakaran ,history,modern literature,archaeology, old 
manuscripts tec.This organisation has prepared 30 
volumes of Rigvedic studies with decoding of vedic 
words.It has done critical edition of 
Angirasankalpa,Vrindavanakeli,paipalada samhita.In 
addition the organisation has prepared many monthly 
seminars, workshops and conferences. 
 

13-Sanskrit Language Teaching Institute (SLTI) 
 

     This organisation is established in 2011. The founder 
of this organisation is Zyotsna Patraw.The main aim of 
this organisation is to teach spoken Sanskrit to the 
interested person including children with free of 
cost.This organisation helps the school students by 
imparting free guidance for their Sanskrit studies.It 
organises spoken Sanskrit classes in different colonies 
with the help of local people.It also arranges classes for 
learning how to impart speech in Sanskrit as well as in 
other vernacular languages and to  sing  Sanskrit songs.It 
encourages young writers to publish their books not only 
in Sanskrit but also in other languages. Till now three 
books are published by this organisation such as :-      
      Socio-Political Aspects in Abhijnanasakuntalam in 

Sanskrit , Swapnatia Kitatia (A book for development of 
speaking capacity of the small children in Odia 
language)and National and iInternational days. 
 

14-Sanskrit Advance  Research Institute. 
     This institution is established by Dr.Somanath Dash 
who is now working as Assistant professor Rastiya 
Sanskrit University, Tirupati.The motto of this 
organisation is Satyam Param Dhimahi.Publication of 
books, CDs,research on science and Sanskrit inter-
related subjects and Sanskrit ,development of learning 
facility for different entrance examinations are the main 
goal of this organisation. 
 

Conclusion :- 
 

    A number of organisations are working for sustenance 
of Sanskrit language .But the thing is that strong desire, 
dedication and devotion can only help to serve mother 
Sanskrit. 
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